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LEGAL DISCLAIMER

This document has been prepared by Enerside Energy, S.A. (the “Company” and, together with its subsidiaries, the “Group”) for the purposes of a presentation to, and preliminary discussions with, certain institutional investors concerning the Group in connection with growth alternatives that are being
considered, including access to capital markets through a potential offering of the Company’s ordinary shares to institutional investors and the subsequent listing of its ordinary shares on the BME Growth. The Company has not yet decided whether to proceed with such a transaction, which is currently in only a
preliminary stage of analysis. For the purposes of this disclaimer, “Presentation” means this document, its contents or any part of it, any oral presentation, any question and answer session and any written or oral material discussed or distributed during the meeting to present this document or otherwise in
connection with it. This Presentation is strictly confidential and may not be copied, distributed, reproduced or passed on, directly or indirectly, in whole or in part, or disclosed by any recipient, to any other person (other than as required to those within your organization who agree to be bound by these
restrictions) or published in whole or in part, for any purpose or under any circumstances.
This Presentation does not constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, any offer to sell or issue or invitation to purchase or subscribe for, or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe for, or otherwise acquire, any securities of the Company, nor shall it or any part of it nor the fact of its
distribution form the basis of, or be relied upon, in connection with, any contract or investment decision. Any purchase of, or subscription for, ordinary shares of the Company should be made solely on the basis of the information to be contained in an Information Document for Admission (including any
amendment or supplement thereto) (the “DIIM”) to be approved by BME Growth, and published in due course and which would supersede this Presentation in its entirety. Once approved, the DIIM will be published in electronic format and available on (i) the website of the Company, and (ii) the website of BME
Growth (www.bmegrowth.es).
The information contained in this Presentation does not purport to be comprehensive and has not been independently verified. None of the Company, Alantra Partners, S.A., Andorra Banc Agricol Reig, S.A. or Renta 4 Corporate, S.A. or any other manager in relation to any potential capital markets transaction in
relation to the Company (together, the “Managers”), any of their respective subsidiary undertakings or affiliates, or their respective directors, officers, employees, advisers or agents, accepts any responsibility or liability whatsoever for, or makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to, and no
reliance should be placed on, the truth, fullness, accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this Presentation (or whether any information has been omitted from the Presentation) or any other information relating to the Group, whether written, oral or in a visual or electronic form, and howsoever
transmitted or made available or for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this Presentation or its contents or otherwise arising in connection therewith. Each of such persons accordingly disclaims all and any liability whatsoever, whether, directly or indirectly, express or implied, arising in tort, contract or
otherwise, in respect of this Presentation or any such information.
Neither this Presentation nor any part or copy of it may be taken or transmitted into the United States (“US”) or released, distributed or published, directly or indirectly, in the US, as that term is defined in the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”). Neither this Presentation nor any part or
copy of it may be released, distributed or published in Australia, Canada, South Africa or Japan. Any failure to comply with this restriction may constitute a violation of US, Australian, Canadian, South African or Japanese securities laws. The release, distribution or publication of this Presentation in other
jurisdictions may also be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this Presentation comes should inform themselves about and observe any such restrictions.
This Presentation and the information contained herein are not a solicitation of an offer to buy securities or an offer for the sale of securities in the US (within the meaning of Regulation S under the Securities Act). The ordinary shares of the Company have not been, and will not be, registered under the
Securities Act and may not be offered or sold in the US absent registration under the Securities Act except pursuant to an exemption from, or a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act and in compliance with the relevant state securities laws. There will be no public offering
of the ordinary shares in the US.
This Presentation is only addressed to and directed at persons in Member States of the European Economic Area (the “EEA”) who are “qualified investors” within the meaning of Article 2(e) of the Prospectus Regulation (which means Regulation (EU) 2017/1129 of the European Parliament and of the Council of
14 June 2017 and any amendments thereto) (“Qualified Investors”). In addition, in the United Kingdom, this Presentation is only being distributed to and is directed only at Qualified Investors who (i) have professional experience in matters relating to investments who fall within the definition of “investment
professionals” under Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005, as amended (the “Order”) or (ii) are high net worth entities and fall within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the Order (all such persons together being referred to as “Relevant Persons”). This Presentation
and its contents must not be acted on or relied upon (i) in the United Kingdom, by persons who are not Relevant Persons or (ii) in any Member State of the EEA (other than the United Kingdom), by persons who are not Qualified Investors. The communication of this Presentation (i) in the United Kingdom to
persons who are not Relevant Persons or (ii) in any Member State of the EEA (other than the United Kingdom) to persons who are not Qualified Investors is unauthorized and may contravene applicable law. Nothing in this Presentation constitutes investment advice and any recommendations that may be
contained herein have not been based upon a consideration of the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any specific recipient. If you have received this Presentation and you are (i) in the EEA (other than the United Kingdom) and are not a Qualified Investor or (ii) in the United Kingdom
and are not a Relevant Person, you must return it immediately to the Company.
The information in this Presentation may include forward-looking statements, which are based on current expectations, projections and assumptions about future events. These forward-looking statements as well as those included in any other information discussed in the Presentation are subject to known or
unknown risks, uncertainties and assumptions about the Group and its investments, including, among other things, the development of its business, its growth plan and targets, trends in its operating industry, economic and demographic trends, and the Company’s future capital expenditures and acquisitions. In
light of these risks, uncertainties and assumptions, which may be beyond the Group’s control, the events in the forward-looking statements may not occur and actual results, performance or achievements may materially differ from any future results, performance or achievements that may be expressed or
implied in this Presentation. No representation or warranty is made that any forward-looking statement will come to pass. Forward-looking statements speak as of the date of this Presentation and no one undertakes to publicly update or revise any such forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new
information, future events or otherwise. Accordingly, undue reliance should not be placed on any forward-looking statement contained in this Presentation.
IMPORTANT NOTICE: certain data in this Presentation are the Company’s targets only and not profit forecasts. There can be no assurance that these targets can or will be met and they should not be seen as an indication of the Company’s or the Group’s expected or actual results or returns.
To the extent available, the industry, market and competitive position data contained in this Presentation come from official or third party sources. Third party industry publications, studies and surveys generally state that the data contained therein have been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but
that there is no guarantee of the accuracy or completeness of such data. While the Company reasonably believes that these publications, studies and surveys have each been prepared by reputable sources none of the Company, the Managers or any other person has independently verified the data contained
therein. In addition, certain of the industry, market and competitive position data contained in this Presentation come from the Company’s own internal research and estimates based on the knowledge and experience of the Company’s management in the markets in which the Group operates. While the
Company reasonably believes that such research and estimates are reasonable and reliable, they, and their underlying methodology and assumptions, have not been verified by any independent source for accuracy or completeness and are subject to change. Accordingly, undue reliance should not be placed on
any of the industry, market or competitive position data contained in this Presentation.
Certain financial and statistical information contained in this Presentation is subject to rounding adjustments. Accordingly, any discrepancies between the totals and the sums of the amounts listed are due to rounding. Certain financial information and operating data relating to the Company contained in this
Presentation has not been audited and, in some cases, is based on management information and estimates and subject to change. No reliance may or should be placed by any person for any purposes whatsoever on this Presentation, or on its completeness, accuracy or fairness. The information in this
Presentation is in summary draft form for discussion purposes only. The information and opinions contained in this Presentation are provided as at the date of this Presentation and are subject to verification, correction, completion and change without notice. In giving this Presentation, none of the Company or
any of the Managers, any of their respective subsidiary undertakings or affiliates, or their respective directors, officers, employees, advisers or agents, undertakes any obligation to amend, correct or update this Presentation or to provide the recipient with access to any additional information that may arise in
connection with it. None of the Managers has independently verified any information herein.
Each of the Managers, who are each duly authorized, is acting exclusively for the Company and no one else in connection with this Presentation or any future transaction in connection with it. The Managers will not regard any other person (whether or not a recipient of this Presentation) as a client and will not
be responsible to anyone other than the Company providing the protections afforded to their respective clients nor for the giving of advice in relation to any transaction, matter or arrangement referred to in this Presentation. This Presentation does not constitute, and may not be relied on in any manner as legal,
tax, investment, accounting, regulatory or other advice on, about or in relation to the Company. The information and opinions in this Presentation are not based upon a consideration of your particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs. You may wish to seek independent and professional advice
and conduct your own independent investigation and analysis of the information contained in this Presentation and of the business, operations, financial condition, prospects, status and affairs of the Company.
This Presentation is being delivered in connection with a proposed meeting with the Company and no copy of this Presentation or any other written materials will be left behind after such meeting. By reviewing this Presentation and attending the meeting where this Presentation is made, you warrant, represent,
acknowledge and agree to and with the Company and the Managers that (i) you and any persons you represent are either (a) QIBs or (b) are located outside the US, (ii) you and any persons you represent are either (a) in any Member State of the EEA (other than the United Kingdom) and a Qualified Investor or (b)
in the United Kingdom and a Relevant Person, (iii) you have read, agree to and will comply with the contents of this disclaimer including, without limitation, the obligation to keep this Presentation and its contents confidential, (iv) you will not at any time have any discussion, correspondence or contact
concerning the information in this Presentation with any director or employee of the Company or the Group or with any of the Group’s suppliers in respect of the Group without the prior written consent of the Company, and (v) you are able to receive this Presentation without contravention of any applicable
legal or regulatory restrictions.
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1. ENERSIDE AT 
A GLANCE

A fully integrated platform of PV Solar

Enerside is a fully integrated PV solar platform, 

focused on the development, construction, 

operation and maintenance of photovoltaic solar 

plants in high-growth markets such as Spain, Italy, 

Brazil or Chile"



A Fully Integrated Platform
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1. ENERSIDE AT A GLANCE

Enerside is a fully integrated PV Platform with strong industrial know-how founded in 2007

Creating value as a fully integrated platform

Development
1

EPC / BOS
2

Track-record

For third 

parties 

126 MW  

under 

construction

O&M

21 MW 

Operation & 

Management

Mature 

Pipeline

+4.5 GW

Disposals  

RTB

280 MW

x4 Invested 

Capital

IPP
3

+100 MW in 

2022

1 GW in 2025

Spain

Italy

Brazil

Chile

Uruguay

DEVELOPMENT DISPOSAL 
AT RTB

DISPOSAL             
AT COD

CONSTRUCTION OPERATION
IPP

3 Business lines



Technology

Business
Activities

Countries

EPC Development Development + 
EPC + O&M

IPP + Development + 
EPC + O&M

2007-2012 2012-2017 2018-2020 2021

INCEPTION ENTRANCE 
IN LATAM

INTEGRATED 
PLATFORM IPP STRATEGY

2021: A TRANSFORMATIONAL YEAR

1. EPC & O&M

> More than 100 MW of EPC and BOS awarded

> First plant delivered and connected in Brazil

2. Development

> Disposal of first project in Brazil (280 MW)

> Very attractive margin x4 the invested capital

3. IPP

> Transformation to IPP in Chile 

> Financed secured 

4. M&A: Incorporation of 920 MW in Italy and Spain

5. Team Growth: Increase in the workforce by c.100%

6. Governance: First independent director (Anna Birulés)

7. ESG: Release of the company's first sustainability report

Enerside At A Glance

6

An industry veteran – Key milestones



2. INVESTMENT 
THESIS
The renewables momentum

Opportunity to play a booming market through a 

Solar PV platform with strong industrial know-how 

in high-growing markets such as Spain, Italy, Brazil 

or Chile
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ENERSIDE’S INVESTMENT THESIS

Unique growth dynamics in the Renewables industry with the consolidation of Solar PV as a key technology
1

Pure solar integrated player with presence across the entire value chain and with a clear asset rotation strategy 
2

High quality +4.5 GW pipeline with +3.0 GW in mature phase with RTB in 2022 and 2023
3

Unique exposure to the Brazilian market via a 3.3 GW pipeline and strong local team 
4

Successful growth story with a sound track-record of projects with top notch clients and counterparties5

Buy and build strategy in a consolidating market and with innovative growth initiatives 
6

Highly experienced management, respected shareholders and top Corporate Governance and ESG standards
7

A strong investment case



Strong presence in fast-growing markets
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1. SOLAR PV INDUSTRY WITH UNIQUE GROWTH DYNAMICS

Spain, Italy and LatAm are ones of the regions with highest PV solar growth expected for the next decade

EuropeWorld LatAMSpain

+20%

+14%

+16%

Source BloombergNEF as of November 2021

CAGR (%)

+17%

PV Solar Electricity Capacity by region GW 2020-2030
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> Fully developed project by Enerside

> 322 MW of power capacity

> Net Equivalent Hours (NEH): 2.248 Kwh/Kwp 

> Grid connection at a distance of 4.2 km

> Land with 700Ha secured at 40 years 

Asset 
Rotation to 

enhance 
shareholder 

returns
Project IRR 

(8 yrs) > 
25%

The project

The business model

Rotation @ RTB

> 280 MW sold at RTB to Echoenergia
> Echoenergia to pay 86% of the 
construction cost of the connection 
infrastructure (savings for ENRS of >€9mn)
> Strong value creation: x4 invested capital

> Enerside to keep 42 MW for IPP
> Construction to begin in 2022
> COD expected for 2023
> Enerside business plan expects full 
disposal in 2024

Rotation @ COD

Development Partial sold @ RTB

Construction 

IPP

Disposal 
@ COD

Full 
investment 

cycle

Recent Brazilian transaction validates strategy

2. PURE SOLAR INTEGRATED PLAYER WITH CLEAR ASSET ROTATION

Disposal of 280 MW at RTB status to Echoenergia, leading asset manager in Brazil



3. A MATURE PIPELINE

• Project Finance financing secured
• SPAs with third parties signed 

11

Under 
construction

68 MW

Advanced 
development
1,746 MW

High visibility
1,840 MW

A

B

D

• Control over the building site is signed
• Grid connection to be secured close to RTB

• Site control in place within 12 months
• Grid connection to be secured before 2025

26

M&A
920 MW

• Land, grid capacity and connection secured
• Portfolio incorporated in January 2022

C

-

170

-

42

1,837

1,400

-

-

3

6

40

-

-

-

880

-

-

170

-

Total

68

1,840

1,746

920

196 3,279 49 880 170Total 4,574

2021
2022

RTB

2022
2023

2022
2023

2023
2025

Highly visible pipeline with 3.0GW with RTB in 2022 / 23
+ 4,500 MW of pipeline with + 3,000 MWs with RTB dates for 2022 and 2023



A high-quality portfolio in Brazil
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4. 3.3GW PIPELINE IN THE INCREASINGLY ATTRACTIVE BRAZILIAN MARKET

Unique exposure to the Brazilian market via a 3.3 GW pipeline and strong local team 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

3
9

5

6 1
8

6

7

4
2

10

11

10

11

Proyecto Región
Potencia 

MWp

Product.

kWh/KWp

Conexión 

km

Itabira Minas Gerais 3 1,579 na

Rota do Sol Rio Grande 4 2,348 na

Ribeiro Gonçalves I Piauí 42 2,248 4.2

Pudong I Ceará 207 2,235 6.4

Pudong - II Ceará 277 2,235 6.4

Camboatã I Minas Gerais 711 2,289 0.0

Camboatã II Minas Gerais 454 2,289 0.0

Poço Verde Minas Gerais 180 2,057 1.3

Ribeiro Gonçalves II Piauí 260 2,248 4.2

Beberibe Ceará 640 2,375 5.0

Paracatú Minas Gerais 500 2,221 12.5



5. SOLID TRACK-RECORD BOTH WITH TOP NOTCH CLIENTS

Highly reputable and loyal clients: top-tier utilities and large industrial players
Selected Solar PV Projects

Impulso/DISA (3.3 MW) Lacus (1.1 MW)

Trina Solar (30 MW)

Hanhwa (20 MW)

DAMM Group (1.8 MW)

Sungrow (31 MW)

ATCO/Impulso (3.0 MW)

EMGD 6.4 MW)

Gera (5.6 MW)Spanish FOs (6.4 MW)

Illustrative Solar PV Projects

Spain Chile Brazil

13



ESG driven energy 
infrastructure 

platform focused on 
investments in 

development and 
operations of 

renewable projects
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6. ACTIVE PLAYER IN A CONSOLIDATING MARKET

Recent pipeline acquisition Additional growth initiatives 

Capacity to generate value via active M&A strategy

• Enerside has signed a transactional agreement to acquire 920 
MW of pipeline at RTB stage in 2022 and 2023 divided between 
Italy and Spain

> Acquisition is paid via shares and via a earn out subject to 
achieving certain objectives (RTB status)

> Post deal the seller will retain a 10% stake at Enerside with 
the earn out estimated to reach €10m

> Each MW implicitly acquired at a value of €31.5k

> Enerside’s pre money valuation of €170m. Post money 
valuation of €189m

• Due diligence finalized in December 2021. Favourable opinion 
issued by PWC (Independent expert) on January 15

• New shares issued on January 18

• Transaction closed and executed before IPO 

Overview Calendar Initiative Potential impact 

Assetly has raised its 
first fund with AUM 
of €400mn and aims 

to launch another 
€300mn fund in 

2022 

Enerside to own
15% of Assetly

Assetly to acquire 
RTB and COD 

projects to Enerside 
at market prices

HVR energy is 
dedicated to the 

generation of green 
hydrogen intended 

mainly for urban 
mobility projects.

HVR to start the 
construction of its 

first hydrogen plant 
in 2022 

Enerside has signed 
an MOU to provide 
solar energy to HVR

Recent M&A transaction and innovative growth initiatives 



+3.4 GW

6. ACTIVE PLAYER IN A CONSOLIDATING MARKET

A platform able to generate new opportunities
Local team sourcing new opportunities in more than 8 countries

>3,400 MW OF NEW OPPORTUNITIES UNDER ANALYSIS PIPELINE EVOLUTION SINCE 2017 (GW) 

By country

0,9

4,5 1

+1.5

Generation of c.500 MW per 
year since 2017

2017 20212018-20 2021

+2.1

Main characteristics:

> 145 MW in operation

> 522 MW of wind

> 2.700 MW of advanced

and early-stage projects

> Off market opportunities

15
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Jaume Solà
Chief Investment Officer & Head of IR
• 15+ years of experience in corporate finance roles 
• Previously worked as Head of IR at IBEX35 company
• Msc in Economics & Actuarial Science and MBA IESE

Joatham Grange
Founder & CEO
• 15+ years of experience in the renewables industry
• Previous experience in the banking sector
• Bachelor of Business Administration and MBA from IESE
• Board member of Center Euro Africa

Miguel Angel Cañas
Chief Financial Officer
• 25+ years of experience in finance and senior roles
• Strong track-record in project finance in Spain and Latam
• Msc in finance from ESADE & Post Graduate in Economics

Álvaro Escrivá
VP Sales & Corporate Development
• 20+ years of experience in large corporates
• Experience in international tax law and strategic advisory
• Law Degree from Universidad Complutense and MBA IESE

Antoni Gasch
Partner & VP Engineering & Operations
• 15+ years of experience in the renewables industry 
• Previously worked at several engineering companies
• Master in Mechanical & Electrical Engineering from UPC

Barbara Merayo
Chief Operations Officer
• 15+ years of experience in the industry
• Previously worked at Acciona
• MsC in Civil Engineering from UAX Madrid & MsC in 

Sales & Marketing from Universidad Adolfo Ibáñez

Belen Ariño
Chief Technology Officer
• 15+ years of experience in the industry
• MsC in Industrial Engineering from UPC and Master in 

Energy Efficiency Management from University of BCN

Victor Pujol
Chief Commercial Officer
• 15+ years of experience in construction and engineering
• Previous experience in pharma
• Master in Civil Engineering from UPC and Executive 

MBA from IESE

7. MANAGEMENT, SHAREHOLDERS, CORPORATE GOVERNANCE & ESG

Management team with over 100 years of collective experience, deep industry knowledge and a proven track-record

Top notch management team
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Tomàs Casanovas

Chairman
• Over 40 years experience in the banking industry
• Previously worked at Caixa as Chief Risk Officer

Luis Felipe Suarez Olea

Board Member
• 4 GW closed in energy projects deals
• Corporate finance and investments

Joatham Grange

Secretary
• Experience in the renewables industry
• Previous experience in the banking sector

Antoni Gasch

Board Member
• Experience in the renewables industry 
• Previously worked at several engineering 

companies

Pedro Nueno

Vice-Chairman – Independent Board Member
• Board member of >30 companies and institutions
• Strong recognition in innovation and entrepreneurship

Javier García-Mateo
Board Member
• Experience in the soft drinks industry
• Previously worked at The Coca-Cola Co. as Strategic Director

Anna María Birulés

Independent Board Member
• Experience in the energy, banking and telecom industries
• Previously was Spanish Minister of Science and Technology

Enerside is committed with the best international practices in Corporate Governance and ESG

Lidan Qi Zhou

Independent Board Member
• Experience in imports/exports, logistics and distribution in 

China

7. MANAGEMENT, SHAREHOLDERS, CORPORATE GOVERNANCE & ESG

Highly experienced and committed management board



ENVIRONMENTAL
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15 Sustainability programs
Enerside has made significant progress during 2021 in ESG and has 59 ambitious targets for 2025

Renewable Energy production

26 MW in 2021 -> 1,027 MW in 2025
1

Decarbonization of supply chain

CO2 neutrality of scope 1 & 2 by 2025
2

Waste management & Recycling

Measurement and reduction

3

Use of Batteries and Storage

HVR and entry point for batteries in Chile 
4

Biodiversity

ISO 14001
5

SOCIAL

Talent & Employee satisfaction

Great Place to Work
6

Diversity

Equality plan
7

Human Rights

Code of Ethics and Disciplinary Code

8

Communities

Engagement with Communities i.e. Haiti 
9

Health and Safety

ISO 45001 | 0 accidents policy
10

GOVERNANCE

Reliable business model

>90% of EBITDA from IPP and disposals
11

Sustainable financing

Green bonds
12

Good business conduct

Top percentile ESG ratings

13

Digitalization

Global ERP + O&M Monitoring
14

Dialogue with Stakeholders

ESG Value creation
15

7. MANAGEMENT, SHAREHOLDERS, CORPORATE GOVERNANCE & ESG



Solid growth prospects

3. TARGETS

The company is experiencing a strong growth of 

revenues and EBITDA combined with a strong 

financial profile
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3. TARGETS

Solid growth prospects on the back of a highly visible pipeline

Target pipeline deployment per year (MW)

2023 pipeline deployment by geography

2025 pipeline deployment by geography

+76%

CAGR (%)

Business plan value creation



Reference 2021
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Main targets
The Company has an objective to reach 1GW of IPP in 2025 and sell 1,100 MW at RTB and COD

3. TARGETS

EPC & O&M

126 MW Signed/Awarded

€30Mn in Revenues

8-10% Margin 

1

2025

EPC & O&M

250 MW

x2 MW of 2021 

8-10% Margin 

DISPOSALS AT RTB

280 MW Sold

x4 Invested Capital

2 DISPOSALS AT RTB

1,000 MW

Margin > 50%

IPP

26MW under construction

Prudent Energy prices:           

35 €/MWh

3 IPP

1,000 MW

Strong Recuring EBITDA

DISPOSALS AT COD

Market reference

800,000 - 1,000,000 €/MW

EPC cost: 500,000 €/MW

4 DISPOSALS AT COD

100 MW to be sold

Margin c.30%*

EBITDA 
2021

0.5

EBITDA 
2025

EPC Disposals 
at RTB

IPP Disposals 
at COD

EBITDA 21-2025 bridge per business line

Overh
eads

EBITDA generated by 1GW of IPP (market reference)

1,000 MW 

Capacity

Irradiance

2,000 h 

MWh/MWp 

Production

Energy Price

35 €/MWh
x x

Revenues

€70m

EBITDA

€50m 

=



Financial performance
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3. TARGETS

A strong growth of revenues and EBITDA expected for 2022 combined with strong financial profile

5.4

12.5

40

2020 2021 2022E

REVENUES (€M) EBITDA (€ M) NET DEBT (€M) & LTV 1

-0.1
0.5

3

2020 2021 2022E

3.5 3.0

-31

2020 2021 mar-22

+2%+7%

1 Loan-to-value (LTV) calculated as Net Debt / EV

-18% LTV€30m 
secured 

already with 
EPC/BOS



6. CONCLUSIONS



We are here

24

Integrated model 
2

Capital recycling strategy 
3

We want to crystalize value to our shareholders 

Development Partial 
sold @ 
RTB

Construction 

IPP

Disposal @ 
COD

Development Construction IPP / O&M

Pipeline4

• 68 MW under construction / secured
• 3.0 GW Advanced Phase (RTB 22-23)
• 1.5 GW Advanced Development (RTB 24-25)
• 3.4 GW of other opportunities under analysis

Development Value

Active value creation through the whole value chain 

CONCLUSIONS 

€0.8m - €1.0m 1

The Solar opportunity
1

Other successful ingredients5

• Exposure to Brazil and Italy
• Buy & build strategy
• Management
• Corporate Governance 

€30k-€130k

We want go here

Third party services



7. APPENDICES
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Detailed information on the pipeline

APPENDICES

✔ Secured ✔ To be secured within 12 months ✔ To be secured within 24 months ✔ To be secured > 24 months



THANK YOU

investors@enerside.com


